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In light of recent questions over to how to deal with entities, its important some things are
being addressed.
First of all, in the "other side" (Astral), one can encounter all sorts of entities. There are
levels of this. Having worked extensively and for many years both with people on the
other side who have passed away, the Demons and encountered a lot of things, its easy to
discern a lot of problems in this thing. Its important these are solved because due to
centuries of darkness and jewish lies, many people don't know what's up.
One major thing is to remember, that beings on the other side, aren't any less "real" than
beings that could be potentially on this side. The fact that they are not in the primary
sphere of your own existence doesn't really make them "Inferior" or anything else, and
for the beings who reside into higher dimensions like the Demons, in many ways, they
are superior to a lot of people who are just living and existing on the physical realm. So
first of all we are going to deal with the matter of ghosts. The enemy grimoires have
really poisoned this matter and we are slowly going to clear the clutter from this whole
thing. There are also many charlatans around, like xians and that sort of thing, that don't
know anything about the afterlife. This makes everything harder and more confusing.
I am starting from ghosts because these are basically the simplest entities one can really
"relate" to in this sense, and they just live one "layer" above close to the Astral realm.
This is why many people can actually "see" or "feel" ghosts, even if they aren't really
"psychic". Normally, ghosts are like real human beings. They don't have the needs of
eating or anything that is needed to sustain the physical body, but their emotional,
intellectual and whatnot needs, are intact like any other living human being. They are
also, not "dead". One's spiritual awareness, understanding and personality, is carried on
intact in the other side.
The same applies in some cases with one's natal chart. The same natal chart one can have
when they were alive, still applies to them after death, until someone reincarnates again.
This means the "Karma" doesn't really wash out at death. The fact that people think
otherwise is retarded and is again, stemming from "Christianity" that says "people get
judged" after they die. This is a stolen concept and it’s, like with anything the jews steal,
completely corrupted and destroyed. This can be seen in the fact that many people grow
"rich" (they get inheritances even if they are dead) or they get "famous" (like
philosophers or skeptics or scientists) only after they die. This sort of thing has to do with
their natal chart and there is a branch of astrology going into this, so I can't deviate from
the purpose of this post as this would be too lengthy.
Now in regards to "dead" people who have "seen the xian afterlife", most of these people

have been "clinically dead" but the "cord" of their soul/body didn't cut. This once cut
cannot grow back on its own. One still roams within their own "subconscious" or their
own mind at this point and this is not in anyway, actually "death" where the Soul is
permanently disconnected from the body. Due to heavy indoctrination, a lot of these
xians and others, do see "hell" and all these other things that are deeply embed and
programmed into their subconscious mind.
This is part on how many people, in the time of their death, see a lot of their desires, past
moments in this lifetime, and other things. The heavily indoctrinated see what their pastor
told them they should expect, as this is programmed and drummed into the mind since
infancy. In plain words, what they see is no different than an actual dream state. They
aren't really astral projecting or anything like that. They aren't even witnessing their
"Soul" per se, but their mental or "dream body".
Death however, deals with the higher or unconscious mind. And not the dream state or
anything subconscious.
As about the "Judgment" after death, this is a destroyed and corrupted allegory. When
one exists and departs from their physical body, they go out with their Astral body. Their
personality and everything else is intact. In cases of natural death (without accidents, but
old age) the bioelectricity of the physical body has run dry, and it’s over, so the Soul
cannot really inhabit in it any longer- the body is no longer suitable for life. The Soul as
thus departs. So when people run out, the Soul runs on its own "energy" or "battery" so to
say. This is to mean that simply, when one's "time is up", they dissipate back into the
Aether. And slowly dissipate now and forever.
Sometimes the process of reincarnation happens, and this in many ways is an "automatic"
(or let's say, unconscious) process and like with so many things that happen
unconsciously, people don't really understand "who" did this, even in the afterlife. This is
also why so many people that refuse to be reincarnated, for a number of reasons, they
stay on certain places like old homes, or other places like close to their own families, or
hunt buildings. Many times also ghosts and people from beyond, they prefer to go into
places where there are "earth grids" with vital energy, which helps them survive, or other
strong electromagnetic currents. This process can also, be unconscious as well.
For many death is a totally baffling phenomenon, and they just try to stay stuck on this
world, or things that are familiar to them. The Astral body can have all the sensations of
the physical one, but it doesn't really participate in a physical world. Since the vibration
of many people is too low, they just exit on the exact "higher" dimension of this realm.
Many people don't really understand that they are dead, same as many people who are in
a dream state and they don't really understand they are dreaming, until the dream
becomes "conscious" or "lucid". Then they slowly come into realization of this after a
while.
For these beings, their fate is questionable. Many people fall victims into their own
delusions once they die, or they are harvested by stronger enemy beings, or they end up

in "the light", or others dissipate, while others haunt houses and the list goes on. Their
fate is literally anything possibly. One cannot really say for sure. Especially if one is a
"devout" Xian or devout in the attraction of all these subconscious messages of selfdecay of xianity, everything happens "faster" in the Astral, as one can move "faster" and
their ideas attract things faster to them. This is no different than how a bad fetishist can
end up in the wrong club and get so beaten up that they are going to die, or that people
who do drugs just find the wrong dose at some point and find themselves dead. Vices and
personality traits are carried in the afterlife. In the same way, emotions, feelings, one's
mental and spiritual condition, character, morality is also carried.
This is why "ghosts" can be absolutely anything. Literally. They are not "good" or "evil"
and they aren't really "simpler" than any other real Human being. Their condition is exact
to the Human one, except of the changes that we related above. This is why for instance
people who have been nagging others their whole lifetime, they will do so after death.
People who have been serial killers, or very aggressive people, will be so after death.
Nothing really changes when one leaves their "husk" even though many idiots believe it
to be so, thanks to xianity.
As about the "judgment" of the Soul, this is an allegory. The more "lower" one is
spiritually, the lower they are on the astral and the closer they are on the physical. They
haven't really "ascended" and they don't have any knowledge of the beyond, let alone any
help or anything. They can end anywhere. This is the "judgment" and the "lightness of
the Soul". The "lighter" and the more enlightened the Soul, the more powerful it is in
fighting intrusions or anything else. Ghosts can also be subjected, like any other creature
physically. The enemy knows and uses this against innocent human beings. They can also
make friends, foes, enemies, or just be indifferent. Many people refuse the
"reincarnation" that happens by their unconscious mind, because they want things solved
in the physical realm they cannot leave behind. This is especially true, as HPS Maxine
has covered, in the case of murder or anything else where these beings want justice.
Elevation of one's "vibration" also means to get on a higher dimension astral. This is
transferred with someone after "Death" as well. This is where when one dies, they are in
the higher astral dimensions and not on these very low one's to the physical. Ideally, one
person should know how to go higher or lower. However due to spiritual ignorance, this
is not known to most people and they are on a lockdown. This is allegorically on how the
Egyptians went in front of the gates, and if they knew the correct words, they would be
elevated from "hades" to higher levels. The lower one is, the more one runs the risk of
dissipation, enslavement by hostile ET entities, etc. This is allegorically "hell", and the
"hell" the Abrahamic religions have subjected Humanity into.
Part of this "vibration" and where one "is", also potentially shows how much power one
has, even in the physical realm. In the same sense, people with occult knowledge, can use
it after they die. This is especially true with entities that some people call "poltergeists" or
something like this. These ghosts are sometimes strong people (either by birth or by natal
chart, or just people who were into the occult) and they seek to harm people due to fun, or
other personal reasons. A good natural instance is people who do have a Scorpio stellium.

These people can be natural adepts to magick without even really knowing it, or they
have powerful willpower. This can cause things on its own, even change down the world
of the living. However rare, these beings exist too. This ties into the above thing. These
people can be arguably, more or less spiritual and more or less aware of what they are
doing.
Now in regards to other matters on how to identify ghosts, it should be easy. First of all
Ghosts can be really felt in some points. Especially if the person died a violent death, the
life force of their body wasn't completely dissipated such as peaceful death in old age,
and sometimes this affects the Soul, making these people really "dense". Some people are
"dense" naturally, such as the beings above. Some people are very frail and they can
hardly ever be noticed, or their effects. The list goes. One can pretty much identify them
through power. There are some ghosts who are also powerful, like the categories above.
Normally these should be nowhere close to Satanists, same as astral entities with hostile
intents. There is a chance they can also be crossed. That doesn't necessarily mean, they
will be powerful or not. Power is a great definition though. When one grows competent
enough, they can actually "discern" the Soul by its essence. Humans have a particular
essence. The Human Soul can be more advanced, or less advanced. Power is the most
accurate judge to begin with, but one should look for essence, personality, intelligence etc
after this. Ghosts don't really deliver this electrifying serious power like the Gods.
To not mess the usual with a rare occurrence though, most ghosts are really weak. Mostly
they are in the same power level as ordinary human beings that didn't quite meditate. The
same goes for knowledge, intelligence and power in general. How one can deal with
ghosts really has to do with the ability one has to deal with other people in general. The
same goes for personalities in general. The fact that they are ghosts doesn't mean they
don't think, they like or dislike everything, or that they necessarily pose a danger, or not.
It’s almost close to how one deals with people in real life. Nothing is certain. One can
become a friend with ghosts, or drive them away, or anything else.
Normally, the Gods themselves will handle any Ghosts who are seriously a danger to
people. Though ghosts are too many in number in many cases, with many ghosts being
around in general. Having strange emotions, weak shivers, feelings of fear or worry, or
other sorts of feelings that are not "yours" when you enter a place, is a sign of ghost
activity.
Children many times do see "ghosts". This is why many children talk of "imaginary
friends" and many times get the stories they share validated, on the account that real
people with names and such existed in such places. Many times, ghosts are not evil
people. Ghosts can also be serious murderers and stuff, or like to cause dismay, or get
sudden emotional urges and stuff, like Humans. The only difference is that they don't
have physical needs and quite a handful have figured out the hoax of xianity, since they
died only to see it was a lie.
The enemy is also well aware of the existence of ghosts. This is why in mimicry of the

Ancient Egyptian religion, they bless ghosts. Ghosts can be blessed, cursed or even
subjected. The enemy has rituals and litanies upon which they attack ghosts that are not
subjected to christianity and they try to send them to "hell". This is the case especially in
Orthodox Christianity, where even if people are long dead, the clergymen keep "reading
prayers" and "blessing" them to be judged by "God" or to enter "hell or heaven" if they
were disobedient. Sometimes these curses work, sometimes not- the same goes for how
the jews and others curse relentlessly people who have attacked them but according to
them, "passed on", like Adolf Hitler.
The enemy also actively calls "angels" and other beings, or the Hebraic Thoughform
itself to "harvest" people. To what degree these work, is up to their power and the power
the Goyim slaves give to the book of the bible, by worshipping the jewish thoughform
that is the root of all their occult power- what I want to show is that they actually attempt
to subvert, destroy and enslave beings even after they have passed on. They literally
enforce people into "hell" or in a dimension of a jewish Thoughform and aliens, that
subject these people and destroy them. This quote below is a blatant one.
Revelation 20:13-14
And the sea gave up the dead which were in it, and death and Hades gave up the dead
which were in them; and they were judged, every one of them according to their
deeds. Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire This is the second
death, the lake of fire.
You can blatantly see, the enemy affirms openly that "Hades" (who is a well known
Pagan Ancient Greek God) is actually keeping the Souls of Humans in refugee. This is
also analogous to being in a low level of astral, but this is not the case here, as the enemy
talks about the actual God Hades. The Gods are known to take care of the Souls of
people. Those who are in the low dimensions or haven't really dedicated are also taken
care of as much as possible.
The enemy here blatantly admits that the Afterlife is not where this is "over". One goes to
somewhere- the lower Astral level. They know it's not over. They also know the Gods
protect the Souls of people as much as possible, and they want to obliterate BOTH of
them, and take their "Souls" to be "Judged" by the Hebraic Thoughform, and be
harvested by the enemy ET beings. They want to subject them into a dimension where
there is eternal fire and brimstone, in order for them to suffer eternally for not believing
the jews etc. This is NOT the case, but something to be sought.
This "dimension" where they do these things, is actually something they also manipulate
the mass mind in order to create, as everyone, even those in the Vatican know, that this is
an invention of the Church. The mass belief into the fake tales of xianity, creates
something similar to this place into the Astral, since thoughts become things in the astral
in many ways. So the psychic energy of the Goyim, except of manifesting riches for the
jews, death and anguish for all Humanity, disasters to the planet, they also create a
metaphysical construct of "hell" for those that believe in this excrement, to actually burn

forever.
As to not confuse people, the Torah and the Abrahamic programs, don't only create a
reality that is physical, but a metaphysical one. Part of this is this pool of hellfire for the
disbelievers, where all Humanity wants to end up in, except of the 144,000 elect jews
who will rule the planet and become "Gods". Not only xianity wants to damn you now,
but in the afterlife. That's how much it hates humanity.
This is part of cursing these beings and general scorn, defamation, but has deeper
spiritual reasons. Its well known Kabbalists on the enemy cursed Adolf Hitler and the
Nazis well after they "lost" this war or "died". This is for a reason. The same goes for any
other Spiritual entity, or like our Gods, that they curse. There is a very famous jewish
curse, that the jews use for the idea of "Gentile Jesus" as well (Because Jewsus, Rabbi
Yashua is a Rabbi and the Goy are insolent to call this thing a Gentile) and this curse is
"may his name (memory) be blotted out". This signifies their wish about death in the
afterlife, and in history as well- not only physical death. The enemy knows nothing ends
with mere physical death. This is what they hide from the masses of the Goyim, aside
everything else. Its part of the deal in keeping Humanity blind and under strict alien
control. With jews, you lose. Here and beyond.
As for protecting one's self from Ghosts and other human spirits. Normally, cleasing
one's chakras, aura of protection or a banishing Ritual should solve issues with Ghosts as
most of them are weak. If there are more serious problems, one might require
intervention by the Demons and one's Guardian Demon. After one has decent power,
Ghosts can be driven away quite easily by one's own power and magick. Ghosts like all
people may, or may not react to violence, may be sly, may not be sly and the list goes.
This is up to someone to figure out. One of the best things to do is to actually not really
pay attention to them. When one raises higher astrally, these beings don't really
"interfere" or can mess with anyone anymore. This is why sometimes its advisable for
people to actually get stronger, before they just attempt "communication" and being
"open" to all sorts of bizzare entities. The Astral is a vast place and some things in it is
not fun, at all.
I hope the above sums up the matter of Ghosts in general and it enlightens the whole
situation around ghosts. More posts like this will follow. One last note, those with Satan
will never be subjected to anything vile like this, as the Gods, from all the times, take
care of our Souls. This has been the meaning of the Egyptian and other Ancient religions.
Eternal life is really possible both through the Magnum Opus and because the Eternal
Gods help those who have passed away from falling into the jaws of danger and death.
This is again documented into the Egyptian texts. Spiritual evolution assures survival
both here and in one's general existence.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
http://www.joyofsatan.org
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Greetings to all our Satanic People and Comrades.
In recent demand for certain questions to be answered, more things need to be addressed.
These sort of go "outside" the message of this series, but these things are certainly
fundementally needed in order for people to understand what is going on. We will deal
with some questions our Comrades asked on part 1 and also, further this a bit more.
Because this post has to be orderly and clean in its understanding, we have to start from
things that can be understood and not overly complexify shit into oblivion in order to
impress. First of all, we are going to relate about the parts of the Soul and link this with
Birth, Chart, Race, etc.
The fundamental parts of the Soul that are going to concern us on this, are mainly, the
Astral body (KA), the Bioelectricity (Lifeforce), and the Physical body, the Aura which
extends from the Lifeforce, plus the body which is named "Heart" in the Egyptian texts.
All of these bodies are interconnecte, they live and they thrive through one another.
These are the bodies that are going to concern us in our understanding.
Given there are many naive people and info stealers around, who are nevertheless not on
the spiritual level to support what they steal and rave about or even understand the
concepts, (Such as Muh Feels Say I Am a Gods), its advisable to comment that you
should stay away from these self-proclaimed gurus. Many people are actually using
spirituality in a vicious way to actually enslave others, purposefully withhold info, or
they read all sorts of manuscripts without experience and spew garbage. Most of these
people cannot really answer when they are posed with questions and they just answer
with pseudo spiritualism or etheric gibberish. The jews typically do this a lot with their
empty spirituality. This is not supposed to make sense and enforces a stupid "Mysticism"
around things, like fake fairy dust, angels and unicorns. Things are supposed to be able to
be understood.
This knowledge is from Satan and people who try to tamper with this, they will be
severely spiritually punished. This is well documented in the Ancient texts and even the
enemy is aware of this and suffers for this, which they will for the rest of eternity. This is
why these were coded in "Hiero-Glyphics" which mean literally, holy writings. This was
the spiritual inheritence of the Creator Gods. The inheritance Satan leaves to us, and the
Gods, is Divine and Holy. Defilers, destroyers and conscious perverters of this
knowledge will have it real bad in ways that most will never understand. This especially
applies to the jews, who blinded the whole of Humanity on purpose and on demand.

As to not overly-complexify matters, let's just proceed.
First of all, the Astral body or the KA, is the body that one activates when they meditate.
This is the body that houses the chakras and the seat of the lifeforce. However, the
lifeforce doesn't only exist in this body and we can divide lifeforce in two categories. The
one that one gets on heredity and the physical body, and the one they have at their Soul.
This is why the physical body itself, has a set time of existence from the time it is born,
or why certain people are born spiritually powerful but they are not really into
spirituality, same as people who are born muscular without ever having lifted weights.
One is born at a particular time and their physical body will only hold too much. This is
also, genetic.
The labor of a family to spiritually, mentally and physically advance, and the selective
breeding it done, can be seen in the resulting offspring. The better the choices of the
people, the better the offspring. This has to do with labor, nature and other factors we
don't really understand nowadays, so we just call it "Chance". Nothing really happens at
"Chance" though.
Like anything else, this span of life in general can be increased or lessened and nothing is
set. However, the body one has is a creation of their parents, and Astral the Soul that
comes and incarnates into it. However, this is NOT always the case. This is getting a bit
complex from here over, as not everything is the same, neither are all humans alike.
There are many new Souls, who don't really "incarnate" as they haven't had a lot of past
lifetimes. They are really the productions of their parents, and there is nothing bad about
this. This is not a sign of any inferiority or weakness and in strong families, can mean the
contrary. The part that reincarnates into the lifetimes, is the actual "Heart" or the
personality, that the Gods retain and reincarnate. For those who are advanced and they
have achieved one level of the Magnum Opus which is the metaphysical (Astral
Immortality but not physical) they can be reincarnated as they are as well. Like all other
parts of the Soul, this can wither away if left untrained or cannot feed on energy, its own
or this or some other source. A lot of people fall victims into this and experience this
withering away.
If the "heart" is not pure, it is thrown to Sobek to eat in Egyptian spiritual mythology.
The "heart" and the personality gets better by increasing its bioelectricity and cultivating
the character, the Soul and refining who one is. This is directly tied into the bioelectricity
and also the soundness of the physical body. Its really a multidimensional approach. The
retarded idea that you can be looking like a cow, do drugs and rot all your existence, and
somehow be "good and Sound" mentally, or at the Soul, is pure garbage. This is why all
Ancient cultures emphasized on the building of the body, as this also builds a more moral
character by teaching the values of persistence and actually gives inner strength. I know
the athletes here can relate into this, as this sort of thing actually builds up on the actual
willpower and Soul. However, this goes both ways and everything can be done in other
ways.

Now, in most Ancient Traditions the rule of heredity is known. There are bloodlines that
are spiritually stronger, and Races that fall into the same category. There are powers that
can be by heredity passed down to the next generation, or that stay dormant in people
until certain Souls reincarnate or certain beings get born by "chance". The spiritual
cultivation of humanity ensures this will happen frequently and later on, at will. The
enemy knows this and because they generally try to spiritually oppress Humanity, and
more so, those who can spiritually overthrow them (because the enemy is mainly a
spiritual dictatorship and only after this a physical one) they push bastadization which
corrupts the Race, then the family, then the actual people that exist. Through constant
mongrelization and bastardization, the enemy is trying to destroy the spiritual families
and classes. The Middle Ages, the wiping of the greatest 100,000,000 Chinese people and
spiritual dynasties by their Communist Regime, the endless pushing to Race mixing, the
systematic destruction and infiltration of Gentile bloodlines and the constant attacks on
pure Races, is self evident. This is a very Ancient method of take over and warfare, and
this is nothing new.
Everything is a categorization, and also, then you have specific incidents that are
individual and specific. There is physical, metaphysical and combined heredity of both.
One can easily see its complex to express common rules here, but one can figure out this
is a complex process. Inside these family lines, one gets their particular power line, and
this is also tying large scale to their whole Race. Why sometimes children are stronger
than their parents, or weaker, should be explained by the above. Then you have other
unconscious laws of nature that are taking place when people do actually conceive the
child. The parents do actually have responsibility about the child even if its unconscious
to them.
If people themselves are powerful spiritually, they have more bioelectricity, which in turn
gives more power to the sexual act, this creates a more powerful body in general, by
creating a physical body that has itself more bioelectric and as thus is more powerful to
hold a more powerful Soul. The Race and Family tie into this as well. The purer the Race,
the more the power is inherent and the more "clear" is the place from things that cannot
really associate. Spiritual gifts, like physical gifts, are in many times passed down to
children. This can be seen in how certain people have good charts for children, which
make for charismatic children. The mother gives one the passive side of the Soul, while
the Father gives one the active side of the Soul, yet these unavoidably mix with one
another.
The better the breeding and the more advanced the family is or was, the more they can
have better children. This goes and goes in generations. This is why the jews infiltrate
good bloodlines and corrupt and destroy them. The same goes for pure Races. A better
body, is a better house for the Soul that comes in it. This is why the enemy jews maintain
spiritual families like the Rothschilds and the Bharuchs, or others who are of the
Rabbinical class. The surnames themselves show of the bloodline in many ways. The
bloodline of someone affects their body, and the body gets shaped by the Soul that
inhabits in it. This goes both ways. From heaven to earth and when one meditates, from
earth to heaven. If one doesn't, the Astral body is not really something one becomes

aware of until the time of death. The repeating of this thing over many thousands of
years, plus the endless Race mixing and other problems, do actually impact the Soul and
the ability of Souls to reincarnate. If one is too big to enter a car, they can't really enter a
car, or you have to shrink them to get them in the car. This is why the enemy preaches the
destruction of Race and then also spirituality, while the opposite is promoted for
themselves.
In plain...
Imagine your mother and your father gave your physical body a spark of life, that begins
the life of your physical body and also renews your Soul (Because when one dies they are
faced with stagnation anyway, unless they have done certain spiritual disciplines).
Depending on the power of this spark, one has a preset time of life as far as the time
before they die of old age physically. This also revitalizes the Soul for more or less.
Imagine this like you are given a battery system. This battery system has abilities and a
certain capability to do certain tasks. The better the system and the more labored in and
developed, the better the Soul that can inhabit in it. At the same time, the Astral body
develops, unless one reincarnates with their other one, but even in that case, the Chakras
do actually have to close and open up later, or can't really be open completely- this is
why they need re-opening, but this is also why people advance in varying speeds. With
the new energy one is given, they are supposed to live their life. This can be made into a
choice to finally adhere into meditations, develop one's self, advance and finally, escape
this vicious circle of reincarnating over and over again. Such people who are developed
display powers from a young age. The Soul has its own memory, the Body has its own
"memory" as in genetics, but both of these meet and tie into the metagenic level, and they
are in a sense, ONE and the same. This is why people can only but reincarnate in their
own racial lines.
You can see something fundamental in children. No matter what, a kid will always be
innocent and the list goes. As the person grows, there are sudden burst of "maturation"
for better or for worse. These seem to come from "nowhere" but this has to do with the
actual Soul. For instance one can observe human growth. Typically, people are
considered teenagers up to approximately the age of 17, fully active by the time they are
21, and mature by the time they are 30. Approximately. This has also metaphysical
reasons that have to do with parts of the Soul waking up and opening up. For instance the
male frontal lobes that have to do with advanced logic don't really get fully functional by
the time one is around 20. If one meditates or not, determines if they will be aware of this
process or not, as everything is awareness and what one is not aware of, is discredited.
This is a high state of advancement in a past life, and many of these people do actually
have powers involuntarily or are Siddhas even from their early years, even kids. When
they re-open the chakras and Soul, this shows. The powers are actual and these are not
imaginative. Many of these powers do actually run in families, like having the power of
prophecy, advanced astral vision, powerful bioelectricity etc. This is the reason of
"Aristocratic marriage" in the Ancient Civilizations. Not money and other garbage that
the enemy claims. Its a metaphysical concept. As far as powers go, others have to

develop this. How easy or hard this is depends on the family, where one is spiritually and
anything else, BUT, it is definitely possible as all Humans do actually possess these
powers. The greatest talent that doesn't make any use of it will be trampled by the people
who just are obedient and loyal to their meditation program, and vice versa. This can
certainly be developed, and those who made progress can actually under-develop by
laziness or by letting these gifts go. If one has the genetics of good muscles and they
never, ever get up from a couch, this doesn't really matter. Both bodies are affected by
heredity as they link to the physical body and the life-force of the family and the Race.
As you can see, the "Coincidence of Birth" is now completely debunked. The Jewish
arguments of “What if you have been born in Africa” or “What if you have been born in
Madagascar” are debunked in the same way. People only reincarnate in their specific
racial lines. *NOTHING* In this world is a coincidence in many ways, but in so many
ways and thanks to the enemy, many people do NOT understand the laws that govern
around us.
In order to better understand this, one must see the Natal Chart. The Natal chart is the
actual map of the Soul, and where the Soul is at the present time of reincarnation, and the
path of life that is set by "Karma" (or the set forces in one's consciousness and Soul). In
plain, this has to do with nature. Inside the Natal chart, there are more things as well. For
instance, one can track diseases and problems that show up in the physical body. The
natal chart can show of bad or good health, sex drive, personality and anything else
revolving in the physical body as well. However, the root of this is the Soul but the Soul
is linked with the body, and this is why also in certain ways, even death can be predicted.
More in regards to the Natal Chart, is that actually, certain people can have certain
connections Natal Chart wise, with their parents. This can be observed and there can be
correlations. One can cast the charts. For what I have experienced (I am not entirely sure
of this) one's father can show up somehow in the Sun, while one's mother can somehow
show up on their Moon. Depending to the relation, acceptance, if they are good or bad, or
the definitions therein, this varies.
Unless the person advances spiritually and actually becomes conscious and awakes
spiritually, their lifetime will be nothing more but a similar blueprint of what their
"Chart" is, for better or for worse, with little to no knowledge or edge of any
improvement or prevention. No "Karma" will be changed and one will be subjected to it
again, and again, and again, until this eventually leads them into personal destruction,
collapse or lack of existence. "Karma" is connected un-doubtly to one's parents and
everything else as well. Many people suffer or grow to prominence just because of their
parents, or just because of heredity in some way. This is not definitive, but one can easily
see this in one's childhood and how they share so many things with their parents, even to
the point of being a hereditor of actual mental problems or issues of one's parents or even
absence thereof.
This is the basis of modern jewish "Psychology" who builds upon not of what is possible,
but the "definitive". This largely impacts Karma and many people do get shaped
accordingly in this way. The enemy programs people to actually reinforce and cause this

thing. Many parents who are not aware of their flaws pass this down to their children.
Satanic parents need to be open eyed in regards to this and let their children develop on
their own. Give them the positive hereditary behaviors, and minimize negative impact.
Degeneration is part of nature and kicks in where labor stops, or forces of life become
weak. The same goes for the body and the Soul. While spiritual labor feeds the Soul,
physical labor feeds the body. There is also practice that feeds both, such as Kundalini or
Hatha Yoga.
As for Race, a Race can be easily understood by the term labor. Evolution is not mere
evolution, is labor. All organisms strive to become better and evolve into being better. If
they don't, then too bad, they are blotted out. Successive labor to breed, spiritually
evolve, physically work and labor into becoming better, pays off and largely builds a
Race through the family. Races that haven't really labored on themselves and are on a
lower level of development, this shows in the product of the so called Race. The nature
timelines of evolution almost tie into this. While the Gods handed the spiritual
information to advance, they never stated anything about anyone being "Equal" and they
have been definite by their actions in showing the Racial specifications, that most people
knew already in the Ancient times and respected. Distinctions apply, and individuals can
vary. However, there is a common form that is formed which is largely the Race.
With the recent of the enemy teachings, everyone is entitled to everything, so everyone is
lost and nobody knows where they are "really". Dumbos are told that they are Pharaohs
from outer space, debilitated idiots are actually Rocket Scientists and people who read the
book "The Secret" are actually the next spiritual gurus of love and awakening that will
save humanity. The enemy of course laughs at all of this, as they themselves know the
truth on what's up. Do you feel bad about sucking spiritually? No problem, you can be an
"Indigo Child" or "An Angelic Incarnation". Maybe you can also be a unicorn if the jews
say so, too.
The enemy jew was the only one that preached to humanity that labor is not necessary at
all, and that everything happens by "Chance" and coincidence, or other notions such as
vain “Entitlement”. These are the main weapons of their program. They also preach lack
of knowledge and retardation as loved values. This way they themselves can apply the
natural laws, while others die like slaves and blind victims that never knew. All spiritual
advanced people, for better or for worse, know how DANGEROUS this thing is. This is
VERY dangerous and most people cannot really comprehend this. Meditation is about
reality, or let's say, ultimate reality- the reality in reality. Truth in Truth.
Needless to say, this is deplorable and this kind of bizarre, psychopathic thinking IS
*NOT* a part of Satanism. Satanism is literally, Satya-Nism. Truth-ism. Spiritual Truth
seeking. We follow the paradigm of Satan/Shiva, in the Sananta Dharma, or the Path of
Truth and Light. Satan is a being of Truth and this is why he trusts in that humanity can
deal with its own problems and gives us limitless power to move into this direction. This
is how one becomes a God. In Satanism we must seek Truth and Realism in order to be
able to ACTUALLY advance. If one thinks of themselves as a perfect unicorn, they
cannot advance, and the enemy knows this.

This is why the enemy pushes into the brains of all Races, that they are "Super spiritually
advanced" but yet only poor and repressed by others. Its always someone else, but the
person who is "suffering". This way, the suffering is reinforced and nothing really
changes inside. When push comes to shove and there is the necessity of the physical
expression of this so called "Advancement" one just hears ghetto gibberish and ‘muh
feels’. In plain, LIES. This is the recipe of Abrahamism and the enemy. They distort the
universal and eternal laws of Nature, while they themselves try to severely and manically
follow them to better themselves. The enemy in this way keeps Races from actually
advancing. A
Actuality is actuality and reality is reality, no matter if humans choose to deny. The
enemy makes others deny while they themselves accept these laws entirely and
maniacally.
One just observes the outcomes, creations, problems and the info they have in front of
them, and they can understand. For the rest of those that deny reality, they are retarded
and the jews laugh at them. Races are Labor, who one is is labor, conscious or
unconscious labor. People who have good children, or strong families that have withstood
the test of time and strife, remain and stuck with their own etc, are rewarded by nature
and the list goes. People that transgress the laws of nature are equally punished. This
doesn't have to rhyme with our own present understanding of "ethics" or other type of
garbage.
We can either choose to follow nature's dictates, or we can perish and this is it. Nature
cares as far as to show us the way. The Gods have cared enough to give us the means that
would speed intensively the pattern of our evolution. This is why Shiva (Who is Satan) is
said to have taught Humanity to be "un-affected" by Karma and to be able to rise above
it. This can only be done by spiritual practice as this is the nature of reality. If people
don't follow, then this is a retardation and an offence and they will have to pay- not of
any other reason by by the laws of nature. In the same way nature benefits, helps, heals
and advances or brings bliss, her laws (understood and whatnot) are in many ways
definitive and one has to follow in order to be able to attain the freedom of change.
National Socialism represents the doctrine of betterment of society, reality, the Soul and
the Spirit, here, now and in reality. The actual realization of one's gifts, powers,
limitations, the creation of a big ideal and then, the faithfulness and labor in order to
create this and surpass limitation through advancement. The only fundamental law is :
Advance. The only rule one must follow is to follow life. The only route one can take is
that of labor and upward movement. This way the Godman is bred who is the gift both to
those that build these new Species of Humanity, and also to Humanity. When they will
come, they will crown us as their creators by their beauty and defiance. That way
Humanity will have an actual sense in eternal survival against a universe with merciless
forces. And through reincarnation and advancement, Humanity will live ever greater.
This is the symbol of Divine Inspiration for those who see themselves as Humans today,
but want to see Humanity as Gods of themselves in one day.

But for this we must Labor, We must Advance, and We must Work my Comrades!
National Socialism is the only Truth, and is a Universal Truth, manifested here as a
political ideology. It’s not an ideology of any suffering or murder. It’s an ideology of
genuine love and the power to look in reality in the eyes, to follow the eternal cycle of the
Swastika, which represents Nature Eternal. The mother Goddess Nature, the life giver
and preserver of existence. This is why we keep talking and talking about Race. Through
this route Humanity will finally be freed from the shackles of ignorance, bondage and
deceit and Races will finally be able to ascend into an ascended evolutionary state of
existence.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
http://www.joyofsatan.org

Dealing With Astral Entities - The Serpent - Part 3

Greetings to all our people and Comrades.

Now I am totally aware this is treading on some waters and it might strike as "not
normal" for many, because there are many lies and cultural indoctrinations, also many
lies by the enemy in regards to the Serpent. What I will do is just relate the fundamentals
as to debunk certain myths that lead people into serious misunderstandings and failures in
regards to the Serpent. This will also unavoidably go against other myths that have been
purposefully created around in order for certain individuals to make themselves Divas in
front of other people. This is especially True amongst many practitioners of the East and
many others, who claim things highly questionable and just make this seem like unicorn
hunting indeed. I will try to make the middle route and relate what is for sure. As for the
rest of stuff, people can find out by personal experience.
While advancement in the Serpent is one of the most great shows of spiritual
advancement and the list goes, and it should be the aim of all spiritual Satanists
(DEFACTO), there are other things that need to be cleared out in order to get a clear view
in regards to the Serpent, and what it does, what it is, what can be done etc, what are the
'limitations', how they can be surpassed etc. Also, people always need to take their OWN
considerations and experiences in regards to this. I just merely have to debunk these self
claimed "gurus" who, "Risen" or not, require a following and preach without doing,
dumb people to deceive and the list goes. In other words, plain charlatans who blaspheme
Satan's Serpent and what it does. This is very much the method of the enemy in making
the whole thing seem like something its not.
First of all I have to debunk the "Harry Potter mode" which is the expectations many
people have from the Serpent. Somehow, many people, consider that the Serpent is some
sort of entity that when raised, all one's life problems go away, everything goes perfect,
you get all you ever desired, things fall from the sky magically, you suddenly go to the
Astral, all your hang-ups disappear, you can fly to Orion and get back, and the list goes.
While this is partially True, this is not the whole Truth. While the leaps made by progress
and advancement of the Serpent can be like this (especially if one's Soul can take it after
many years of practice) this is not always the case. Yes, to a normal person many of the
Serpent abilities can seem like Godlike, or otherworldly. There is more into it. This is
what pushes many people to want to push it with the Serpent. This is the dialectic of the
enemy that once this is raise, like a magical wand, you can chill with the Gods, attain so
called "equality" with them or that you become equal to them or some other garbage.
This is not the case and anyone with a decent understanding can figure this out. Nothing
in nature is created equal.
The most accurate way to understand the Serpent is as an energy of consciousness that is
amplifying. The more one's body can gauge, the more it can take. The more it can take,
the more it can do with this. The more it can take and gauge inside, the bigger become the
powers of creation within a person. Creation as quantum mechanics show and we have
scientifically discovered, largely has to do with the Consciousness projected onto forces
of the universe, which then manifest as matters. Everything is sound and vibration. The
more upgraded is the body and the system, and the more this natural energy and fills one

like a battery, the more this ability to "create" increases. It revitalizes, empowers and
advances whatever it touches.
This is the creative force of the Universe, and also, "God". "God" is nothing more than
the creation and destruction principle. In plain, NATURE in this case, or as people call it
rightfully, MOTHER nature. The same creative principle of Nature, the Divine Mother, is
actually inherent here. The representation of this is represented by the Serpent. This is a
generic term. Satan in the same way, like all other beings in existence, was created by
this spark of creation (which evolves all living species that are alive, from bacteria, to
Humans, to every living being), which is this certain and particular energy- in plain
“God” in this sense as in "the first creator". It takes billions of years for species to go
from bacteria, to finalization into a human being, and the list goes, and there are infinite
outcomes on how much they can turn out to be. The message of life is to keep life alive,
going and evolving. For the things that can't be put in words, its better they aren't, as we
will disgrace their meaning. But let's hope that along these lines, these are understood.

When one is given birth, the purpose is to “awaken god” inside, and then advance on this
force of evolution the self. One then becomes “higher” than God which sort of on its own
is an energy. This energy is internalized and one becomes “God” themselves and
consciously. The "mother" or "creative principle" is then attained and re-connected. This
is the “Unity with God” and this is achieved through the Serpent. Satan is Higher than
"God", as "God" is in his bidding and usage. This is the myth of Shiva, that is born but
then understands reality, and therefore can understand, negate and control the "laws" of
Nature, plus the "given" direction by nature, which is "Karma". This is the teaching of
establishing control onto what once controlled the practitioner. As for the energy itself, a
good name, can be living potentiality (?). It can be used for creation or destruction
equally.

This is why Satan even in the enemy texts, is called 'The greatest angel of God'. This is
not literal in that he was "created" by any space jew Thoughform, but it just means the
ascended ones actually are advanced in the use, power and understanding of this very
energy. With "God", all is possible. Lilith is equally slandered as the Wife of Satan who
is the mother of Humanity, but the enemy hides this in many of their texts, in order to

hide the root of religion which is actually, a two sided Paganism. God and Goddess must
become "One" in order for them to become "God". The very same goes for the parts of
the Soul, the Ida and the Pigala. The Serpent also personifies the "Child" or the Second
Birth, as thus the shedding of skin and it personifying the hermaphrodite element. This is
why Satan in the "bible" affirms himself higher than "God". Because he is, was and will
forever be. In all the Ancient Texts, the Gods are in the one's who command "God" or
this particular energy.

In the same way, the Kundalini energy makes things grow, improve and advance. This
energy can be indeed be painful and a very big strife to raise, and for the weak it can
crush them, this is why its very important for people to have broken all their blockages
and flaws before proceeding in pushing this energy upwards. Even the Egyptians talked
about this. If this force touches hang-ups, mental issues, unstable mental grounds,
incessestant fears and the list goes, the same growth will be created on this. If it touches a
golden mind and Soul, the growth will be similar. This is why its important people clean
their "garbage" before they proceed. This is why I put emphasis on delusion and stuff on
the other message. All desires to delude one's self, or to achieve power without wisdom,
or to leave hang-ups hanging around, can be amplified. The nature of this energy is to not
leave any of these "around" and it will almost violently try to break through these, which
will eventually lead people to create a soap land or just guide themselves into failure.
This is the "One God" and the "One God" being a kike, is a rip-off from the context of
this energy. The jews are trying to pretend they are the "Gods" because they "Create and
Destroy" similarly to this energy. When one awakens, raises and achieves this energy,
they can too become "God" or in other words, partake in the use of this energy for
creational or destructive purposes. The active and the passive parts of the Soul unite,
which allows creation with this particular energy. As the enemy claims openly, the
achievement of this energy is the most threatening thing to their agenda, while they
themselves really. It expands, empowers and evolves, all of which the enemy jews do

*NOT* want Humanity to have in any way. Why they do this is openly claimed by them:
Because they are an alien species in war with the Human species, meant to enslave and
destroy us. The enemy alien hive banished and attacked this power of Humanity, as to
halten its advance and destroy it.

The most important thing is to know, that even "without" the Serpent one can really
become an exceptionally powerful Siddha. The bioelectricity or life energy in itself, or
the Sexual energy, is enough for this. This is how many martial artists sever boulders in
half. The Serpent will just make everything even more powerful and alive. This is its role.
It builds, advances and evolves the grounds upon which its activated. Another lie in
regards to the Serpent is that it creates "All Knowing" in that people think they can know
everything, or do anything etc. The Truth is, that even after one raises the Serpent, they
still have to advance. The hard thing to explain, is that while everything can be made
possible with it, it doesn't mean that upon its rising, everything is miraculously possible.
It takes time, persistence and growth, and above all, KNOWLEDGE. The Serpent
increases the capability of all of that, and brings the spiritual labors one takes, into a
whole new level of effectiveness. The Serpent is by itself given by Satan to Humanity in
order to hasten its evolutionary process and its process to perfection. I repeat, hasten. Its
not a magical button that one presses and poof they are on cloud 9. It is not a magical
genie that many want to make it to seem, but its powers are unlike anything else.
Many people want easy solutions for everything and this is placed upon the Serpent, or
they think they will become the Super Saiyan from television that is supposed to fly and
levitate on the first day. While the energy compared to "normal" energy can be
catapulting, there is more into it. Again the myth of "No labor" and holocaust potter of
secrets is perpetrated.
In plain words, what many people mistranslate of what I say, I will put simply. If you are

WEAK and you are not dealing with improving on your weak spots, don't expect the
Serpent to come like a magic wand and make you suddenly the hulk hogan of spirituality.
All weaklings like to believe that with the push of a button, they will suddenly swing into
a state of existence where they are all powerful over others, everything will kiss their
nasty feet and the list goes on. The jew has carefully instigated this myth which is also
the myth behind drugs. Many naive new people who have read texts of people around and
questionable sources, believe this to be the case.
It doesn't mean that you will never have to study or do anything anymore, either. Many
people want to escape from "Trying" and "Working" on things, just because this is what
the lazy ass jewish system promotes as genie solutions, There is nothing bad with
working, laboring, creating, learning and surpassing obstacles. Indeed, this is the reason
of living and the manifestor of evolving. Even the kikes know this opposite thinking is an
outrageous lie and deception, which they push on the masses to never do shit with their
existence. Well, it probably is not. You will have to be something close to being your
own spiritual hulk hogan before. Then, it comes and slowly evolves you further into the
path of spiritual hulk-hoganism of multiplied progress and strength. It amplifies you.
Now to see something even more obvious. In Norse Mythology, we have the Yggdrasil
which is actually a shape of the Soul. The Eagle/Hawk sits on the top of the World. The
Eagle/Hawk was chosen by Adolf Hitler to personify the Reich. The highest state of
Human development, the Crown chakra that is open and fully functional. The "Serpent"
must be snatched by the Eagle/Hawk on the Crown and must be brought on the "Top of
the World", to rise the path of Yggdrasil. This is the symbol of the Eagle catching snakes
in emblems.

One guru when talking in regards to advancement that it can be like a trampoline effect.
He was entirely right. The Serpent can be like a trampoline. While the energy of the body
and the Astral body can be dramatically increased by the rising of the energy, that doesn't
necessarily mean this raises wisdom, or makes one intelligent, or that they will get the
muscles of hulk hogan, unless there is a healthy basis for this. Imagine this like you are

on a trampoline and you jump in order to see what lies past beyond the a wall. Beyond
this wall is enlightenment. The Serpent is sort of like what raises you high enough to see
beyond the wall, but the purpose is to finally overcome the wall. It can raise you high, but
you have to successfully cross the wall and finally be able to do what you are supposed to
do.
Energy, maturity, wisdom and knowledge, must all come hand in hand and must be
balanced. This ongoing struggle does not end with the rising of the Serpent, and
NEITHER SHOULD IT. An imbalance in any of these places will just have the adjusting
outcomes. Using the trampoline to get into outerspace shouldn't amaze anyone. What
matters is one achieves the goal of finally awakening their Spiritual self and actual
power.
Now make no mistake, the using, rapid advances and anything else made with the
Serpent can be potentially painful sometimes, like a spike in one's bioelectricity. This is
the same on how the presence of Demons and Gods can actually make one feel pain or
rushes of energy for days after contact, especially when they are new. There are certain
stages of advancement that can indeed be "painful" if one has blockages. If they don't, the
whole process should be empowering, and generally smooth, but this is not always the
case. In many texts the Serpent is called the Dragon Of Chaos for a reason. If the mind is
cluttered and is unclean, it will make it bad. There are people who by accident or by
misusing meditation will arouse the Serpent and not have the desired outcomes. This is
why we are telling newbies to strive for balance and steady steps, and gradually go with
the flow. Many people see the tree but they don't see the forest. Power is one aspect of
everything. Let's say one has a broken car and they put the strongest engine and rocket
fuel on it and turn it on... If the car is not in a good condition, it will just break down. And
then of what use is the engine, the driver and anyone else.
Though rest reassured, Satan our Creator has thought about this too. Before one proceed
with the actual Serpent, they are to awaken the Sexual energy and make it rise, which has
(almost) the same effects with the Kundalini energy. The sexual energy in itself and its
control can make people do miraculous feats. Its an energy of growth, unites the Soul and
actually, does everything the Serpent itself does in order to prepare the Soul with the
necessary buildup until more and more of the Kundalini energy can flow. This reassures
people can build powers, Siddhis and everything else. When the Soul is united with the
forces of the Serpent, all the powers can rise, all the powers can amplify and everything
else. In other words, one can grow insanely powerful by control of this force.
Then slowly, the similar but stronger Kundalini energy will come up gradually and later.
It doesn't need to be forced, and all bodies need to be caught up. One must steadily and
ambitiously work towards this goal and feverishly. One has to aim to succeed and not just
puff their ego about it. Success is what's important here. Imagine this as amplified sexual
energy. Like sexual energy, this is live and conscious. Many people mistake the Sexual
energy for the actual Serpent. While they are co-bound and co-operational, and almost
the same, the intensity is different. The Sexual energy has to be risen and mastered first
before the Kundalini kicks in. The Kundalini has to do with understanding of the Natural

laws of the universe. The Risen Masters of the Pagan civilizations co-created civilization
with understanding and on the basis of these eternal and irrefutable laws.
In short, you still have to work, do magick and everything. Its just that with amplified
powers this can be far easier than before and as one goes, they can advance past of the
point of having to strive as much. However, I repeat, this is not a magical genie, it doesn't
mean one instantly becomes all knowing, it doesn't even more one is an actual, immortal
God, it doesn't even mean one cannot descend back to a state of decay. It must be actively
cultivated, kept up etc, and one has to reach checkpoints to get the whole system to adjust
and make the energies become permanent and fix. The "all knowing suddenly" fake hoax
and pill was stolen from the initiated state of Gnosis or Samadhi, upon which one drifts
into a deep realization of the cosmos, themselves and reality in general. Its beyond
intellectual and emotional knowledge, but emotional and intellectual knowledge are the
decoders of this state which make the "infinite" capability of this understanding, manifest
physically. This can't really be explained in any simpler way than this.
Now as for the "age" or "when" this is supposed to happen, there is no defining age or
time, at all. This would depend on the Natal chart, past lifetime condition, physical
condition, work put in meditations and everything else. People who have advanced in this
regard in their past lives, can have faster progress. Power in itself that is "Above the
ordinary" in this life can be traced back to strong and powerful bloodlines, a strong and
advanced Soul into this energy etc. This is imprinted in the actual Soul and when one
reincarnates, part of this is carried with one, same as the general condition of the
Soul/Consciousness at the point of reincarnation. When one re-awakens the Serpent, they
can proceed further. The power one has is not to be taken for granted as Serpent energy,
it could be discipline from other things, like yoga and advancement, which works around
the clock in the same way. Tie this into what was conversated in the part 2. In simple
terms, more life, the better. Less life, frailer, weaker, etc etc.
The other hoax going around is that somehow, "someone has to be deemed worthy" by
some external Source to have been granted the Serpent. This is not True...In a sense.
While in one sense, the knowledge in regards to this is given by the Gods and close
contact with them, they key to everything is knowledge. You don't need to be "graced" or
something like this, as the enemy states to build this hoax around the Serpent so nobody
advances. You don’t have to whip yourself in the ass for a million times, to receive
“mercy” from the jewish thoughform, or Archangel Kike-nael in order to advance. It
doesn't have to do with if one is a "bad" or "good" person either. It only has to do with
the amount of labor one puts in meditation, persistency, ability to "take it" and the ability
of one to deal with it. This is the whole "judgment" and it’s not really "ethical" as the
enemy claims on how much bible you follow, or how many degenerate mimicking of
“mother Teresa” you did in order to attain “grace”. One other hoax is that the Serpent
must happen in a very particular way. While some rules are followed, this is not always a
necessity. This adjusts on one's personality and everything else. Lack of expectations is
the best route one can take. The only key is to ADVANCE SPIRITUALLY.
Another large hoax in regards to the Serpent is that people understand the "Non Duality"

of existence. This is a spiritual concept of understanding the creation and destruction of
nature. While people understand this internal and spiritual concept, that doesn't mean all
the crap like the enemy says that "All is one" and pushes communism and pacifism
behind all this nefarious crap, or that "All Races must be assimilated because we are 'one'
anyway". It also doesn't mean that there is "One God" and "One Unity" or "One brain"
that controls and has everything under its control, either. The jews want to pose as this,
but remember, they are *NOT* in reality. Its a massive hoax. In a world where nobody
else can do anything spiritual, of course, they are the "one authority" . The fact that there
are beings with whom we are "partaking" into the same physical plane or place, doesn't
mean we are all "one" or all from the same "root".
In the same stupid fashion, one should "become one" with feces and garbage, or deadly
parasites and die. Oh wait, nobody wants this, do they? Because this is not the case of
existing in general and it’s a blatant, hardcore, lie. One doesn't mean assimilated into one
big clump, as the enemy states over and over again to dumb-ify the masses. The enemy
throws dust into the eyes of people that they will "understand" this crap and in order to
pacify people who make it to some level, they preach the "peace and love" crap in order
to hide their nefarious agenda and alien parasitic existence. "Love for all" is analogically
nefarious and deadly as "hate for all". It’s the same imbalance and insanity, in a better
cloak.
As for how the Serpent links with Ancestry, this has to do with the Race, family etc. This
also ties into to the alien jews, and how they too themselves have some sort of "Serpent"
but is not in any way related to Satan, in any way, shape or form, as they are not his
offspring. Races that are largely spiritually advanced, family lines that have been
practitioners and the list goes, do also tie into this. As thus the Pagan obsession with
family lines. This is why all Ancient Civilizations had castes of people, and not because
they were "Racist". Its just that for the betterment of civilization, the people who labored
themselves in spiritual advancement, had to marry with others who did this, for the
betterment of civilization. Even the enemy practices it now. This is why we have "King
families" and all these things. However, the case of Spiritual evolution doesn't really exist
as of late, but only the economic differences. In plain, no real Aristocracy of old.

Another myth that needs be debunked, is in regards to the kikes being inferior or the
other retarded circulated myth that they don't have any spiritual power. While this is sort
of accurate in that Satanists and awakened Gentiles are far more powerful, and even they
themselves know it, this doesn't mean anything on its own. If millions of fleas feast on a
lion, it will die and that is for sure. While they may be inferior to Gentiles in many, many

ways, one has to be a realist and look at reality. Just look the damn around and not in
your own head. They are destructive, they are parasites and they are deadly. They have
put a whole planet in chains, at least they did completely at some point. Whomever is
stupid and underestimates them, or lives in soap land that they think that with the wave of
the hand, or "alone" they will make this go, sorry, but once again I come with a pin to
burst your delusional bubble in order to make you actually effective in this struggle as we
*ALL* are OBLIGATED to be. If we are not, bye bye Humanity. We need all the forces
we have available, all the powers and wisdom we can muster, and we need to be united
and relentless if we want to make it and free Humanity. People who are retarded and
overly estimate themselves on no grounds, should ask themselves of something simple.
Leave baseless feeling aside and grow up for a second.
Let's say there was only one person in the world like that.
How much would they be able to "Create" on their own? Would the Pyramids be possible
or anything great that well over-extends the powers of "one" person? Humanity is
powerful in unities with strong persons and the enemy knows this too. This is the
Brotherhood of the Serpent. One understands after a point that there is no point in this
useless loneliness and division that makes many people think in these unfruitful ways.
Only then can great things can be created. The enemy works on active division of people
into one hand, as hyper-individualism, while on the other, they promote assimilation of
humanity into "oneness" and a large feces or garbage equality without any order.
Capitalism and Communism should ring a bell. Both methods of approach do result in
absolutely no outcome and fail miserably to achieve anything long lasting. The Satanic
Gods taught humanity the art of civilization in order to advance themselves.
They didn't plant people in mountains to emphasize on senseless hyper individualism,
neither they created everyone in "one" slaver mass. Even the countless and infinite
multitudes of the Natal Charts can show this evidently. One person is good in art, one is
good in fighting, one is good in music, the list goes. All these people put their talents
together and they make something that surpasses what every one of them alone could
create. The enemy follows a strict, working, caste system, where everyone gives the
power bestowed to them by nature and this is in mimicking the old system. This gets stuff
done and advances EVERYONE. With that related to the Serpent, everyone becomes
amplified and stronger, and as thus, the whole of civilization advances. The collective
hatred and attacks on the Serpent, do in turn, attack civilization in general, which is
advanced by the Serpent of Satan. The people advance, the civilizations advance. The
people stagnate, the civilizations stagnate. The people de-evolve, the civilizations deevolve. Racial mixing and bastardization causes and amplifies issues in this. The further
one advances spiritually, the more one is meta-genetically purified. This has an impact on
the physical existence, the mental existence and all planes one exists.

Satan is the Master Civilizer and he is the original "Mason God" that was worshipped as
the "Architect" before the stupid Shilluminati of the Jews took over the original one. The
Serpent and the realization of creative capability was the capstone of the Masonry, that
made people aware of the laws of nature, and as thus, able co-creators in the side of
"God", as "Gods" and potential "Equals" with Gods (in the ability to create like them).
With these being stated, there are always exceptions in the rules and for this also ties in
the natal chart and as stated, the general condition of persons, families and Souls, Races,
Ancestral past and the list goes. What we had to explore was the general middle line in
this all. The Serpent of Satan is the key to infinity and the key to finalizing Satan's Work
on Humanity.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Dealing with Astral Entities - Karma - Part 4 (1/2)
Greetings to all our People and Comrades.
This is part one of the matter in the series. I have not forgotten the requests made in the
other parts of these series. These will be conversated about when the time has come as
they need to be explained aside other things. Now that knowledge comes from Satan, so
it doesn't have a copyproof, but an existential right. Those who desecrate this knowledge
will be met with the eventual rotting and disasters this action does. No "tomb raider"
ended sane. Without further due, let's continue.
This time we are going to cover on the topic of "Karma". Contrary to the preachings of
the enemy, the "Karma" is one of the least understood concepts. They do this on purpose.
The enemy has purposefully lied and totally misdirected people in regards to what
"Karma" is, and thanks to lack of knowledge in regards to Spirituality and Astrology that
both unveil "Karma", people are slavishly ignorant in regards to this concept. The enemy
of course lies to people that "Their life is the outcome of how good Goyim" they have
been, or that "They will be punished in the afterlife for disobeying the Jewish "God", or
that "What they do to others will be done against them threefold" and the list goes
endless."Karma" we can define as a set of forces that guides personal life.

Let's focus on the personal realm first so when this easier matter is understood, we can
explain the more difficult matters. What is accurate of "Karma" is the term "residue".
Now this is a tricky word. For those of you who know of Spirituality, you can easily
figure out what this term means.
The Soul, or the individual essence reincarnates over lifetimes and changes bodies.
However, this a very simplistic and definitely does not have to obey to stupid buddhist or
other rules.
Karma is neither "good" or "bad". Its better desired by humans that Karma is not
"suffering" but suffering in itself is not always "bad". What matters is the Purpose. The
Cosmic Mandate for all beings is for them to explore themselves and understand "what is
why they exist".
Let's say one is to have a surgery that will save their life. Now, this is "painful" and may
also be "bad". However, the surgery can be life saving. On the other hand, one drug
addict does drugs and "feels good" while doing these. Their lives will shortly be ruined.
"Good or Bad" is not how one shoud approach "Karma" in anyway. Nature doesn't reason
it that way.
This why is existential and not opinion based. Now, people have lost the language of
understanding and translation, so everything has fallen into a total materialism. Karma is
also not always pletted with gold. There is a Saturn (Responsibility, reality, limitations),
there is a Jupiter ("good" influences, expansion), there is Neptune (unknown,
"otherworldly"), Uranus (the un-perceivable by the Human understanding as it is now).
The list goes on. These influences are observed everywhere. From the animal kingdom,
to existence in itself. Nature and its all-intelligence talk to us all the time, but the enemy
has removed the "ears" and "eyes" of Humanity.
One's Karma can be "good" or happy, one may be entirely sound, but their life of
existence may be a complete prison, such as in the case of a billionaire who spent their
whole existence without any insight into existence, but was a passer-by in "joy and
pleasure" and just that. One for instance can be a murderer or a drug addict, spend all
their lives in crime, doing the worst things imaginable, and waste their lifetime, filled
with "suffering". One is obviously more desirable and pleasant than the other, yet...For
both the outcome is the same.
Nobody advanced or went forward spiritually. The enemy is solely advancing "matter"
and "materialism" because this exact, without spiritual insight, will make everyone be
"bluffed" into wasting their lives in ever-"newer" places of confusion, destruction,
humiliation and spiritual dilatation. Nobody advances or evolves that way, and the enemy
is therefore allowed to continue their slaver order which thrives upon spiritual ignorance.
All these "Karma Rules" were made merely to exercise fear over the unknowing people,

so that the enemy can control them. As arrayed in my other book, the enemy wants to
keep Humanity eternally locked on the "Rota", which is the "TORA" in an anagram,
which is the name of the Hebrew Book of the "Old Testament"- Torah. "Rota" means
wheel. This is the "Cyclical flow of life" upon which, everyone repeats their lifetimes
until the Soul has dissipated through lack of meditation back into the Aether.
In the "Rotar" there is no advancement, everything, now and forever, stays the same. The
enemy programs all talk in regards to how one must "Dissipate" and "Let go" into the
"infinite" and stop existing, since existence is mundane and non-sense. They create the
physical life of people in accordance to the same exact deal. Buddhism, Christianity,
Islam, all preach the same.
This is the literal death of the Soul. The enemy kills every ability of Humanity to advance
and "evolve" into the next stage of its existence. And no, digital "virtual reality"
girlfriends, jello lampshades, trips to the moon with a spaceship by 2050, will not change
this fact. They will just keep prolonging this eternal suffering that humanity is
undergoing from being kept from its evolution. Only the sufferers will be in a different
"place".
As far as personal Karma goes, one can see this in Astrology. Especially in many charts,
one will see their chart, and if the astrologer that assists the person is experienced or one
has enough knowledge, they can see all the life of "normal" people on paper. By
"Normal" we mean spiritually non-awakened people. To be fairly simple, Karma is the
energies that are "Set" at the time of birth that define one's relationship with existence.
These can be better and worse. When the enemy is posed with questions, nobody can
really answer. Those who have bad charts, why do they have bad charts? Those that hit
the top, why does that happen? For all questions that the enemy does not want to answer,
they just call it "luck and chance". Satan knows better and relates the Truth, however.
In one other sermon of these series, I have explained how what we can call as "Racial
Karma" works. Races are LABOR, and this is also physical and metaphysical. Through
the process of evolution, Human beings, according to the universal blueprint, they reach a
point of evolution, where their genetics become as advanced as to own a "Soul". Satan
helped us evolve to this point of existence by creating us with such genetics. However,
nobody is created equal.
In this case, the offspring has one "first" birth, that is purely the choice of their parents.
This is nothing bad or wrong in itself. One has a "First lifetime" upon which they exist.
Now, at this point, the parents made the choice as "original creators" and one takes shape
and form. One doesn't reincarnate, one is just being born. After this lifetime, one can start
to reincarnate and one accumulates experiences and "karma" in accordance to this. In
their first incarnation, one shares the "Karma" of their parents, their parents being their
literal creators in the physical and metaphysical sense. From there on when one
reincarnates, one again regains "Karma" from their "Parents", but one can be reincarnated
as a Soul. The "parents"(or even absence thereof) can and will affect the child, for better
or for worse, and shape a major part of the person's psychology, anyhow.

This is the deterministic part of nature, that is not really deterministic, just natural. The
enemy twisted and perverted this into insanity, and used this to feed their general
"determinism" in their shitty understanding which is enforced to all Humanity. One can
escape from this by development of the Soul, attentiveness and consciousness choice, and
clear the good from the bad. One then becomes an actual individual. Most people never
get through this process, and this is why they become just a blueprint of these influences.
What I want to show through this, is that people share their own karma one on another,
and this can be shown in Synastry in the inter-relations of this thing.
I think this is simply understood. This extends further to races, peoples, family lines, even
countries and this has to do with individual physical and metaphysical development,
knowledge on the behalf of the parents and the list goes. This is why there are "Royal"
families and simpler families.
Even observed from a physical standby, those who have the slightest knowledge of
psychology do know that the "parents" are a catalytic beginning in one's existence,
Karma or life. Normally, people should be able to go "past" these problems, and just reap
the benefits, however, the enemy has made a reality where you are exactly what your
parents "made" you to be. This is because the Soul is cut off, so therefore, people have
absolutely no touch on the "Karma". As the energies are "Set" or "Reincarnated" at the
time of birth, so they remain through the life.
The planets take their turns (The planets symbolize the influences exerted upon forces
that we call "Gods" in short terms) and one lives their lives accordingly. As people know,
the planets correspond to Chakras. The Chakras link someone to the universe or
existence. Physically speaking, these manifest here as the physical body. The "relation"
between one and existence, also ties into "Karma". These "influences" have certain laws
that can be understood by occultists and astrologers, or that may not be able to be
"understood" completely.
To people who are locked on spiritual knockdown, they have made the theories of
"Chance" and "Luck" so they can sleep at night. The fact that many things are
"determined", by "choice" (even if one knows they choose or not) does not mean that
anything is "Determined", as every force can be altered by another force. This is the
teaching of Satan, who in the fable of Siva, was the first "God" to defeat the planets.
Normally, in a sane world, part of the battle that has to happen so that human beings can
survive, there is a part where people have to survive and "conquer" these external
influences. From this came the false-placed allegory of "Man reigning over the Gods
(meaning the Planets)" and all the forces of nature that keep us in strict control. This
process can be hard, lengthy, and there are many things into it. This is done through
meditation.
Whether people like it or not, or remember it or not, they do possess an astral body. The
biggest joke the enemy has pushed on people, is the fact that there is "chance", "You only

live once" and that everything is "coincidental". For any coincidence to happen, there
have to be interacting forces, however. And for there to be forces, someone has to guide
these forces. This is how "Karma" works.
Not all humans do possess an astral body, and one part of this body is actually the
"Female" part, or on a lower level, the female mind. The female mind is responsible for
heartbeat, and pretty much the billions of processes take place on the "Background" as
one exists. It’s also responsible for the metaphysical aspects of working one's existence.
This mind can be "opened" and it can be "programmed" to a degree. This roughly below
here can be the genetics, hypnosis or anything else of that nature, but these don't really
explain the deeper essence of this. The deeper essence lies in what is called "The Soul".
As I arrayed in another part, especially the Sermon on Reincarnation, there is interaction
in all the parts of the "Soul" and the bodies.
So here we have the good and the bad news. I will start with the bad news. The Egyptian
people have figured out as the Gods related to them, that CONSCIOUSNESS is
everything. What's so important about CONSCIOUSNESS however? We can also call
"CONSCIOUSNESS", as "ATTENTIVENESS". Attentiveness means the simple thing; I
pay attention, as a conscious entity. This means, that one pays attention to what is
happening "around" or "within". This insight, through meditation, gives insight and
control over the "automatic" processes of the female part of the Soul or Mind, which
directly tie into "Karma". If one does not attend on these, the Soul can actually wither
away and die, and one's whole existence will be a programmed loop, until they stop
existing.
How this "Loop" will be defined, as I said above, unless external spiritual forces of
conscious beings intervene, will be "As Fated" (as chosen by the other existences that
brought them into birth in a semi-conscious act).The enemy is however angry in the fact
that Satan, has given us the ability to be conscious. This involves advanced genetics, the
third eye, the power to perceive, and higher intelligence than all the animals.
In simpler terms, if one is not conscious, their "Karma" will play exactly as it was
programmed and forced by any forces at the time of their Birth etc. The "accumulation"
of Karma, also manifests below here as addictions, good or bad dreams for better or for
worse, relationships with others, with reality, with anything and everything. All this can
be understood by attentiveness and astrology, at least in a personal level. Of course, the
enemy breeds people systematically with an average IQ of 70, but this should not prohibit
the seekers of Truth in having self-trust and investigating these matters.
With knowledge, everything can be known. Energy can be observed, and one can notice
patterns. Astrology and all other means do shed "Light" into these darkened areas of
existence. "Will" and "Energy" or what we know today as "Programming" can be tapped
into and changed. Karma plays upon the Astral body and the higher realms, and manifests
here below in the physical realm in other forms. One instance to help people understand
this, is let's say someone with a first house Neptune. The person is generally disposed to
be spiritually open and aware, to the point that the feelings can make one fragile and easy

to break.
One's Karma can be observed through everywhere. It can be through the Eye of Satan
(3rd eye) or Astrology, or clairvoyance. The "Karma" is stored in the Soul and blooms
like a flower, for better or for worse, when the circumstances of the external world, and
enough energy are applied.
In this current age we live in, without spirituality, the "spiritual" energy of Neptune will
manifest in the "closer" route, which are the hallucinogenic drugs put here by the enemy.
Therefore, one becomes a drug addict and they get destroyed, instead of advancing. This
should also show how others, can affect each other's Karma. As I have related in all my
work these years, the enemy is fully conscious of these things and they use these.
One "Karmic" event one can observe is that of an accident. An accident is called an
accident because one loses attention, and they fall into an accident. This is a very simple
way to understand why "attentiveness" is important. Now for the good news, as the mind
can create the "good" or "bad" Karma, it has also the ability to master it, direct it and give
one True Freedom away from this "Rotar". This is the essence of Satanism. The "Eye of
Satan" is glorified because through this, one gets the insight into the Human Soul, or for
more accurate saying, the higher dimension of existence, through which the "Karma"
takes place, and can be altered down here, so that one is finally free. This is not easy at
all, and this is the essence of real evolution. People nowadays don't really possess free
will when it comes to any of this. They have the POTENTIAL of FREE WILL, given by
Satan.
Satan was not allowed to finish the Great Work upon Humanity, and therefore Humanity
was not a "God". However, Satan and the Gods are here to guide everyone into this path
if so they choose.
The lie of "Free Will" is perpetrated by the enemy on purpose to misguide humanity into
thinking they are free. It’s even proven by brain scanning, that the female part of the
mind dominates most "Conscious" choices. This can be seen in how people involuntarily
fall in love and everything else. This is not *GOOD* or *BAD* as a mechanism, what is
bad is that the female mind is tempered by bad "Karma" and by the enemy subconscious
programming, and people always make the wrong choices. This reeks into civilizations,
households and relationships. This can be fixed. From this results what we know of
"Suffering" and everything else. The solutions are meditation, attentiveness and
knowledge that one has the potential to develop a free will. As thus, one escapes the
"Rotar".
While Karma (as in the karma of one’s whole life), for the exceptionally experienced
people and Masters of Meditations, can be controlled through the Will and Conscious
effort, one can just alter their Karma with simply, the spiritual means. As I stated above,
all this manifests in the higher realms. One can see disease astrally, even tendencies and
underlying problems, or gifts of all sorts. Karma has grades and depths. As one meditates,
one raises "above" Karma, as their energies are becoming brighter and the brightness of

the Soul ensures positive things.
This manifests in the Astral body as the "Tree of Life", which represents the Human
Soul. In there, one can see the "branches" (nadis) and the "Vibrancy" (light of the Soul)
of the tree, the vibration, one's existence, and the list goes endless. If one can water the
tree and everything else, defines the Tree of "LIFE". Life doesn't always mean internal
life, it also means external life. The same goes for the protection meditation. Will is
finally exercised to take the "route set" by all other forces. One really starts to exist in a
starting stage. One defends themselves from these negative influences and energies that
the universe and other sources exert on somebody.
Cleaning the Soul has also the same effect. As for superior workings of guiding one's
complete life, or "giant Karma", or anything like this- I am not obligated to extend
further, but all I can say, is that this is the essence of Magick. Essentially, magick affects
the "Karma". Things that would not "Normally" happen, "Can" happen. Anything is
virtually possible, but that doesn't mean everything can be done with one's present power.
This is why advancing in power is important. But one must first advance on insight. Be
attentive.
One last note to close the Karma and the Personal Karma, is that actually, one can also
affect "Karma" from the physical realm. One doesn't really reach the source of the
problem, but the symptoms can be "Controlled" from below in some ways. One example
here is one is sick, and they get a disease. They have a surgery and they "Remove" the
outcome of the disease. That is not pleasant and might have other outcomes, however, the
real disease begun at the Soul and is rooted in the Karma.
So the disease might again re-surface in the future, or one may never heal and the list
goes on. The Karma can be changed, as far as some things go, by one's personal choices
and "Eksis", which Aristotle talked about. Simply, the life choices, and the "persistence"or more simply, the habits one develops.
For instance, certain habits, produce certain outcomes. These can be understood by logic.
One's "Karma" can adjust to these, as a liquid can attach to a new glass. For instance, one
may have a very violent and warlike natal chart. Instead of one becoming an underdog
murderer, they become a military personnel, a master martial artists, or whatever else of
that nature. This can be manipulated from the physical realm, but the effects may not be
permanent in the Soul, unless this is ingrained into the Soul by over-the counter
“habitualization” of something.
In a simple paradigm, one follows a diet that makes them fatter. Soon, they will be
turning into a whale. If the diet is stopped, and one changes it or exercises, the problem
might disappear. One will not have to deal with the karma. This is where attentiveness
and choice come into play, and they don't really need metaphysical means to be worked,
unless one needs more serious means for that reason.
Another instance, is that someone meets with someone who is a horrific influence to

them. For whatever reason, they continue association. This ends in disaster for one, or
both parties. If only they used some intelligence to stop this (its not THAT easy in many
ways, and sometime “Karma” is a pure brutalizer of “Free Will”) one would stop this.
One can still act on anything, just by mere intelligence. This is why the enemy attacks
intelligence, natural common sense and does so spitefully. Intelligence on its own is a
fundamental beginning in order for someone to be free. This is why the enemy pushes
massive bastardization and retardation, amongst other nefarious purposes.
The best way to escape “Karma” is habitualizing the things one likes, and enforcing the
matter from the spiritual realm as well, until the problem is blotted out and one reaches
the desirable outcome. This can be easier or harder, depending on the depth of the
ingrained “Karma” or “Residue” that exists therein.
One closing note: Your Karma does not have to do with how much jewish ass you have
kissed, if you were a good Shabbos Goyim, or if you actually prayed to "Allah" the other
day or not. However, these people play "Karma" and "God" by actively manipulating and
attacking all others who are spiritually ignorant, so they think of them as "God" or "Sons
of God". Physical means are also used, and this affects someone accordingly.
Karma can, and is actively being manipulated for the enemy. The naive enemy excrement
gatekeepers say some things like "Oh, if you do bad theengz u gon be punished!" The
jews have however went for thousands of years without and "punishment" whatsover,
other than some flack here and there. "Karma" can be redirected, and can be used against
others as well. Jews never payed for their Karma, but everyone else does. "God" is above
"Karma" and "God" is anyone who knows and controls this principle. At least to others
who do not know.
I hope this clears up the "Personal Karma" and how it works and the means people can
work to correct these. The other piece will tie into the "larger" families of Karma, such as
family Karma, Race Karma and the list goes.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
http://www.joyofsatan.org

Dealing With Astral Entities - Mass Karma - Part 4 (2/2)
Thu Nov 10, 2016 2:39 am
Hoodedcobra666
Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.
For Short, I had to put "Dealing With Astral Entities" in DWAE.
How it is sometimes, is when you have something planned, always something pops,
especially in our case which demands our total daily attention. This is because there is
always much to do for Satan, and the Gods. This never ends.
Now this to examine a step deeper into Karma. As I have analyzed in the first part of the
series, this will deal with the other part. I will call it "Massive" Karma as this deals with
masses.
To make it easily understandable, let's say that Mass Karma is in many ways a sum up of
individual Karma's. This is a very simplistic way to put it, but at least it can help us see
the first thing that comes to categorization. For instance, the people affect each other's
karma, in many ways. This is not only spiritual, this is also by many means physical and
happens on the physical level. The root of this is metaphysical.
For instance when we have a relationship, we have a synastry chart forming. This shows
some of the dynamics of the given relationship. Then we can extend this to the family,
then to larger units of people, states, nations etc. The base of this, as with the individuals,
is the Race. One of the reasons the jews want to mix Races is because they want to mix
their "Karma". This is why many other Races who don't labor, see intermixing with other
races with a better existence, as a 'saving' of their position.
This is because the enemy has forcibly removed the means of advancement, the Spiritual
advancement, and the native culture that keeps people intact. I also want to clarify that I
am NOT talking about petty tribalism. I just see three large races, and then the people
who are in between. The message of this post is not to escalate into senseless confusion,
as those who like to be offended might be.
A lot of people also form relationships, and the list goes. Karma is tied with personal
action and choice. Let's take for example the Japanese. The Japanese of course are open
to travellers, culturally loyal, and a very advanced and futuristic civilization, which in
most ways is also crime-less. They have made a paradise for themselves. This has
happened because of labor. Nobody gave them that. The same is the case everywhere.
The jew as everyone knows is a lazy parasite. This is why in most ways, jews always
want slaves to work for them, emphasize slavery, or abuse others etc. This is just how
they are. However, this is not the mentality to get anywhere in the longterm. This is why I
keep saying the jews don't really have a destiny. Where all Gentiles can reach by

advancing, jews will never reach, because they are different. Others will, sooner or later,
advance.
There are also many who mimic the jews, however, thinking this is a fast route to
'bettering' their condition. Instead of working on correcting anything, they literally ingest
themselves into the "Karma" of another race, and get absorbed into their lands, tenets, or
even gene-pool, all of which are generated by the Karma of these particular
people/races/units. This is bad and doesn't really help neither the person on the receiving,
or the giving side, in most ways. "Racism" in the negative and aggressive sense is the
expression of a comeback for this thing. If things clash beyond a level, these units will
literally fight.
There are four ways it can go. In the case one, people may fight it over. In the case two,
people may peacefully co-exist, but without intermingling past a point, everyone
develops on their pace under one flag (The USA could do this to save its ass). In case
three, people may be assimilated into one clump or new race (both races lose in this
process in all ways)- clashes, death and anguish are more than likely the result of this,
same as longterm permanent destruction of everyone involved. In case four we have
separated, healthy co-operation of sentinent and highly advanced Races, and this is the
ideal system the Gods follow. In the fourth instance, everyone is safe, sound, and
advances their blueprint, while maintaining friendly relations/alliances of True spirit.
This also shows mutual respect, as one does not want to destroy the other by mixing them
out of existence etc. Those who are produced by the in-between, become either a friendly
race of their own, or just re-assimilate where they feel at home- in the given they do what
they are supposed to do to keep up with the culture. (Jews and literal parasites NOT
included).
However as all of us here know, most if not MOST gentiles have fell into victims as the
jews have been using them like pawns. This pawn against this pawn, and so forth.
Instead, the symptoms of any defunct Karma are just 'hidden' and so they remain until the
circumstances allow of what one 'is' to manifest. The same thing goes elsewhere.
For example the jews did not have the power to fully express who they are, which is what
they write in the Talmud and in the rest of their cultural literature. When circumstances
will allow, as they do now to an extent such as all the crimes they do, it will manifest.
And if it does, it will be too late.
This is why civilizations with many races are collapsed/or naturally tend to never
'assimilate' in any way, and as you can see in the USA, many individual Races and such,
are forming their own conditions of Karma in certain places. The jews of course are the
misfortune which infact doesn't allow anything to come in its own terms. Let alone
xianity and the related programs, who reinforce the worst in everyone. This is why you
change neighborhoods, or states, and you see a completely different level of being, not
only economically wise, but in many other ways. This is a rough explanation as to the

dynamics of this, but these are more complex.
To understand this easily, let's take a family. If everyone in the family has a good chart
for wealth, is industrious etc, the family will more than likely prosper. You add one
person with a disability let's say, the Karma changes. You add two people who are lazy,
and this setbacks the others and the list goes. The jews, because they lie behind many of
these problems by magickally and physically interfering with the Karma of all other
people (Remember, they have taken the position of 'god' in the physical due to belief of
the dumb), they literally wreck families, states and such alike. In the same way a
negative, deadly and parasitic person is a heavy burden for any unit trying to advance,
this is the same case here in families, countries, states and the like.
A jew is incapable of really producing civilization or anything else, but made by its
foreign creator intelligent enough to understand the spoils of those superior, and of course
demand them. If one falls on their level, the jews get into their countries, infecting them
in a parasitic relation. This bleeds the victim dry. In the same way some people can help
us advance, others mean our death, and this is in nature, and also natal charts and the list
goes.
But let's observe the matter in reverse. We have one person who doesn't like washing.
They literally love filth and garbage. You bring this person inside the person of a clean
disposition, who do you think will "prevail". The cleaning person, or the defiling one?
Defilement doesn't take absolutely any effort in nature. The downfall spiral happens by
mere passivity. The upwards needs mental consciousness, activity and action. This is how
nature is.
So what is the person with a clean disposition going to do? Clean the feces, garbage and
excrement of the other person, who for any reason, loves defilement. How is this possible
to convince the clean person to tolerate the dirty person, given this is unnatural to the
fullest? Something like "Christianity" would be the answer here. Which is nothing but a
program of tolerance of crap, misfortune, acceptance of death, victimization, with the
ultimate purpose of weakening people down so that the parasitic jews can rule them. This
opens the doors wide.
The uprising of the '3rd world' is nothing but the instigated "Karma" where the jews try to
make others do what the jews have done, to use them in their agenda. Instead of the
people be guided to elevate themselves, fix their national/racial Karma, become
intelligent and advance, the jews tell them to migrate to the "West" which is a Paradise.
And why is the West a paradise? Because other people have been building it, other than
those coming. And of course this won't last forever in this condition if this was to
continue, and this is exactly the jewish aim, who by their parasitic nature cannot devise
creative solutions, but they in their parasitic death as a virus that has infected a body, will
kill the body and then have no body to house it anymore.
Every lifeform has Karma. When lifeforms co-exist and co-advance, this creates a karma
for them. As explained above, this can turn even into countries, destinies of countries and

the list goes. The Blood of a Race is actually a gateway to their spiritual purpose. As thus
the Gods demand Racial States and the main Races to be separate from one another, as to
meet their purpose accordingly and elevate on their own pace. The Blood is not some
trivial matter. It shows a lot of things. New races can be created, that harbor and have the
characteristics and mixed things of two or more races, but this recurring process causes
not only confusion in the Karma, but also this manifests in many other ways as in people
first and foremost feeling 'torn' between two parts of what they are. Ideally, they should
choose and re-assimilate where they feel good.
Now why the Jews want to racemix people into ONE race, this should ring obvious. One
Race will only have ONE karma- and ONE destiny. The jews of course sum it up as such:
To be slaves of the elect jews. The race mixing agenda makes total sense spiritually,
physically and in all levels. One who wants slaves would of course desire this for their
'cattle'. The Gods stand on the opposite direction, as they want the species of Humanity to
advance, not return to being apes.
This is not what the Gods intended for Humanity. They created different Races with
different purposes and reasons of existence, which are holy and known to them. These
can be realized by meditation. You don't need to verbally know, but you will be able to
feel it when you advance. When one advances, they will also understand this in more
'applicable' terms.
Nations and States as such, being like living entities on a large scale, they have their own
Karma etc. For instance if you look at the USA, you can see all sorts of things. If you
look in Europe, you will see 'stricter' Karma, or Inda, which is why the Jews want to
dilute and destroy these people a lot. This makes the jews scared, as Karma and a good
Karma generates positive outcomes of a metaphysical, and physically uncontrollable
nature. You can't really predict this. This has to do with the power of consciousness to
materialize into the physical, conditions that represent it. The jews want to abolish this,
which its called witchcraft, but witchcraft is actually part of nature and it happens in
many ways, not only a specific one.
But if you wipe out the bearer of it, the man, this will also be abolished. This is why the
jews don't tell anyone to advance in anyway spiritually. The war against Satan is
purposeful. Satan is TRUTH. TRUTH in Greek means MEMORY. Memory means
KARMA. This very Soul Memory that ties us to the Gods and our Ancestors, cannot
really be understood with a deep meaning, except of bizarre 'theorems' or empty crap, or
be forgotten completely. This makes the jews laugh and feel they are approaching their
own 'karmic purpose' which they have set as a goal- to enslave others. Don't ask me why.
That's how the jews see it.
First of all, your advancement 'saves' your family or even lot in a sense, and your
ancestral line from all this recurring spiritual damage that many people have 'inherited'.
This is in the astral body, and this passes down to children, who stand chances to no
longer experience the negative karma such as bad health the ancestors have sown. Of
course this is not always intentional. In that sense, nobody is a 'victim' of anything deep

down, as we belong as links without disconnection to our racial lines and the list goes.
Its our duty and its on our 'consciousness' to fix these up, so that the next one's will have
it better, and the list goes endless, until a final product of man is produced that we
presently cannot even conceive. Those who do more work, are better. Those who do less,
are worse. This is why the Gods gave spiritual knowledge to *ALL* Gentiles. That way
the Gods are JUST and from there on, its our own bussiness as creatures to see what we
will do with this knowledge. Apply, or deny and rot?
This is the Godman, like Satan and the Gods. In that sense, all Races of Humanity need to
reach that status, so that Humanity can advance towards the next level. This is done
through the metaphysical means Satan and the Gods left behind, and not by injecting
hormones or hooking internet chips in your brain. This is infact a karma of dependency,
and inferior, and not a karma where the real secrets of life have been unlocked and given
freely to humanity.
In a more gruesome sense, the jews are like a race of damaged, extremely race mixed,
alien modified creatures. As such due to incapability to exist on hteir own, the ride the
White men like parasites, so they exploit the White Man's Karma, that produced things
like good civilizations, health, civilization and the list goes- the jews could never make
this on their own, as they are not on any such level of development. Other Gentiles of
course are great in this department, while others are learning, but the thing is for the jew,
who is an alien enemy, to be revealed.
The jews are robbing the Karma of the Gentiles to advance themselves. For example,
they have drained Africa completely financially, and mixed the Karma of the Black
people with the White people forcibly, by creating not only Race Mixing, but many other
works of insanity. These are extreme crimes and all higher beings who see this will not
see it favorably. The Gods see it with hatred, as this goes against the will of Nature to
advance its blueprints. The jews are accursed from nature for that reason, amongst many
others. In the jewish tribe one sees mistakes, psychopathy, and disgust that is amassed for
centuries. It didn't happen yesterday. Of course by masking, exploiting Gentile scientific
advances, stealing, robbing, confusing and degradation of their 'enemy stock' the jews
hope that just in time they will steal from us the necessary advances in order to become
better, and dump us with it. This is why they live amongst us.
So as to get back to mass Karma, mass Karma is no different than how everyone has a
pluto, a neptune and their generational planets or setups. Everyone has influences by
these, and these are large. One powerful enough, can pierce through this, and create their
individual life, or change this order. This is what we have been doing. In technical terms
we are washing away of Humanity the inflicted karma caused by the enemy, and this will
manifest also in a better world. This is the real meaning of the "Darkness" which will be
defeated by the Light. The climax of Karma is where people control everything based on
their true will, and not low animalistic rules of the cosmos. And by true will, I mean in
the highest accordance with Satyan, Eternal Truth. Not rabbi shekelstein's new book that
masquerades as 'tru theory'.

In closing, spiritually speaking, loving one's people, wanting to preserve them, looking
for a better future for them etc, is all very healthy and natural tendency, with deeply
rooted spiritual foundations that deal with the purpose of existence as well. Again, this is
not always verbal, and SATANISM is the exact religion of understanding this. This is
why it is open to all Gentiles, so that everyone can reclaim the lost crown of freedom for
themselves, those worthwhile, and in the end, so that everything else will be raised due to
this massive, spiritual awakening.
Like the individual spirit transforms, so does the massive spirit. This is the most direct
way to save "humanity", more than being vegan, going to church, or giving 6 trillion $$$
to Shlomo Shekelstein for his campain of "Tikkun Olam". To save one's self is the major
step in saving the world. As thus the ripped off story of Jewsus being savior and
rupturing others, deals to that, and we are again looking as OSIRIS- the bringer of the
Light and defeater of Death. Only, not a jew ripped from Osiris holds the key to personal,
or massive karma absolvance.
Only Work, spiritual ascention and spiritual labor, rewarded by the universe, do this. This
way humanity can be saved massively from decay.
So help yourself.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
http://www.joyofsatan.org

Dealing with the Alien Attacks of the Enemy
Tue Mar 07, 2017 12:07 am
Hoodedcobra666
Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.
I am writing this for people struggling with attacks by the enemy aliens. The worthless,
cattle joe's and dumbasses are whose who always deny their existence, well, because they
are afraid. They *WISH* it wasn't the case, so they can live their sorry lives thinking
they are entirely "Free Humans". Powers that be, governments, and people like us here
who spiritually advance and are a threat to them, are all very aware of their existence. We
Satanists know firsthand.
Its BEST to not even think about them, or give one damn, and tune them out, but I
write this post for if they persist. The best for you is to always remain protected and
attentive and never have to face any such drama.

Additionally, if you spill your milk or by accident destroy your pancakes, that is not
necessarily the aliens, or some form from outer space. A lot of people compensate for
their own weakness and say its always someone else. Do not transfer this weakling
thought into Satanism, when its not necessary. Attacks from the enemy are serious. Then,
we have Karma and negativity people draw to themselves, which again, is nobody else's
fault.
With the above being stated, let's get into the serious stuff now.
When one's spiritual sight opens, and when one makes a struggle to advance, the filled
with "Love" masters of xianity and all the other filthy alien programs show their alien
self. Then one understands their wills pretty clear, that is to kill and destroy. However,
we have Satan, and as thus, few of their things can really get to us.
That is in the given, that we do our own end of the deal in meditation and protection.
People who advance but don't protect themselves, sooner or later, will come to the
attention of the wrong beings, and either be forced to succumb, or be made into a bad
ending.
Quite a few people are born with psychic powers here and there, even if the enemy has
tried to systematically murder the 'witches'. Few to none people know how to use, protect
and procure these powers however, and therefore, the enemy enslaves them.
Now, if you find them crossing you, you will know, as they are obsessive, compulsive
and lowlifes. These mainly go after the people who are a major threat for some reason.
These aliens believe the earth belongs to them, and they want to race-mix humanity to
make it into a big, giant, cattle farm, where they can reign supreme.
Why the enemy doesn't attack many cattle and normal people? Simply: energy waste.
They have already been defeated and are already blind.
Gifted spiritual humans are a threat to them, so they try to get them into drugs, or get
them hooked in their own side before they can even make a choice. Drug use is extremely
pushed by aliens, as it makes people docile, dependent, and easily controlled. You cut
their weed and you see them take twists like spazzers. Yea, very (((free)))people, indeed.
The main attack the enemy does is incessant telepathy. You may for example get
negative, compulsive thoughts that are damning, in your head. If you encounter this, try
at first to tune it out. Tuning a good and most important thing you can do. Then, you can
do an RTR and curse them. If everytime they attack you, you just curse them back, then
at some point it becomes a waste of their time, but NOT of yours because you damage
them. The 72 Names RTR attacks their hive conduit of energy directly, something which
may piss off these slavers.
Normally, they quit after a while. Of course, cleaning your aura and meditation plus

STRONG protection is mandatory. For those more open, you may see them, especially
when in a deep trance and meditating.
The Satanic Blue fire, and vibrating SATANAS or SATAN, actually ties into the
consciousness of Satan Himself. This is a virulent pesticide for the enemy, as it drives
them away on its own most of the time. At the worst circumstance, you just have to keep
and keep projecting them where you see them.
If you are attacked in your sleep, you will more than likely be aware of it. Try to
memorize Satan's name and call it in your sleep and the attack will end. Also, try to move
your body as it has been written before, or your astral hands and legs. If you do this, you
will more than likely wake up. When you are up, do some cleaning, and also, protection.
Its better to not sleep immediately without doing such.
When your bio-electricity is at odds or low, your aura becomes less thick and more easily
penetrated by just about anything. Therefore, your normal daily meditation is one of the
best ways to handle this and more than likely not have to worry about things.
On one hand, without Satan's help, Humanity doesn't stand one snowflake's chance in
"Hell" to survive these aliens or go against their plan. On the other hand, humans are
strong enough to ward off and keep these pests away from our civilization, that is, if we
apply Satan's knowledge. Then, one can even surpass these pests and get on an even
higher level. The enemy agents and the enemy religions also, because of the mass cattle
that is siphoned, is an antenna of attraction for these parasites.
Satan doesn't want his followers to meditate for no reason. The meditations and yoga, and
maintaining a positive mindset, do actually keep humanity away of calamities and the
dimensions in the astral that this pest exists. Therefore, we don't experience it either if we
meditate and push it away. However, beings like the jews opened the doors wide and
open for their 'chosen' friends with whom they have a 'covenant'.
Now they 'pray' and with their kike programs, invite all this death and misery on the
planet. This is why the New World order, or (((prophecies))) of mass death, annihilation
and destruction take place. Its just the expressed will of these alien hives, and these
parasitic alien races of the jews and their lackey lapdogs.
Islam is a major antenna of attraction- notice all this cattle bowing to this rock of stone
that amasses energy for the enemy. "Allah" is quite an attention whore, considering it is a
"God". Why? Because well its an alien mass and nothing else but astral feces and
garbage.
Therefore, the more followers the enemy loses, the more their influence will dwindle and
get reduced, and they will leave humanity alone. Ideally, human civilization MUST
advance past a point where these aliens are understood and fought directly, but the enemy
forces race mixing and civilization wrecking so this will never happen.

Lastly- STOP focusing or being afraid of the enemy. Start being FOCUSED and
CONFIDENT in Satan. Draw Satan and the Gods influence close to you. What you think,
is what you attract. Maintain thoughts of the Gods, holy thoughts, and banish the enemy
with the RTR's and other warfare, rather than 'dwell' and 'worry'. This does them the most
harm.
Meditation, protection, keeping a positive mindset, learning to disassociate attacks from
personal karma/misfortunes, bravery, total conviction in your potential and in Satan, and
dwelling on SATAN instead of the enemy, are the best solutions for dealing with any pest
above or below.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
http://www.joyofsatan.org

Dealing with Astral Entities: Past Life Memory and Race Soul
Sun Jun 04, 2017 10:00 am
High Priest Hoodedcobra666

Greetings to all our Family and Satanic People.
Well this deals with what the title says. I am writing this to clean up some particular
things that may have people confused.
Many people when they learn about past lives, they become highly interested in such.
Depending on the maturity of the person, they may look on what has come 'before' and
see things ranging from Truth, to absolute delusion, to some truths mixed with lies, and
so forth.
This is why I always advise people to actually work a lot spiritually before they do this
process. This is because hangups, fears, insecurities, and wanting to fill one's self to
compensate for lack of power and success in this life can subvert a person. The
subconscious of the untrained person can be tricky, and filled with programmings that
lead to this.
This is the reason many people who are new spiritually and are unfounded in
observations, can suddenly say things like, if they are Mexican, that they were the Great
Montezuma, or other people can say they were Lao Tzu, or "Me Wuz Napoleon"
immediately. Now these things, sometimes have some reality in them, but I will explain
what is going on to rectify the situation. But this cannot be explained before I explain
some other things.

All races have a racial soul tree, so to say. This is like a massive pool of memories,
understanding and spiritual roots, to simplify this. All members of a race are connected
through this tree, as such, we have races and soul families. People who dabble and are
spiritually inexperienced, can sometimes see delusion, PLUS things from this tree if they
are open, and sometimes get into memories of such tree.
Others are caught in complete astral delusion and just see their own delusions. The power
and SATAN has to rise in the soul (sense of understanding and wisdom) to see correctly.
One should better of remove hangups, so that they are not trapped in false observation.
If someone is something very great, it will show up in the natal chart, in the life, in the
wisdom, and everything else. It will be apparent in everything from a younger age. This
is because this is carried from the past life, given as passed down from the Race Tree, or
both these things. Normally, these go together. The more developed persons are in a
fitting place in the race tree so to say.
Now, great men, women and souls in our racial tree, they are very influential in our racial
unconscious. We are connected in a genetic level and soul tree with these people. So
when we meditate, we find our 'roots' and start feeling this tree. This is why we get to feel
and seek our ancestors when we become more conscious, so to say.
Some people are "RIGHT" that they are related to these great people, because they are.
Now, the distance in the tree ranges, and of course, that doesn't imply that one *IS* that
person.
In a sense, part of them, racially wise, is in them, and theirs in them, but only in the racial
unconscious. As individual entities, people have their own future, so to say. If we
meditate and advance, we also help and correct our Racial Tree, and uplift all of it's
members. We are making space also for ourselves. This is on an astral level. Sometimes,
people when they do past life regression, may see such powerful events that happened in
the tree of their race, rather than their individual memories from a previous lifetime or
such. This needs training.
From the above thing we have many unimportant people or young souls always saying
they are 'Kangz', Pharaohs, or that they were Tesla in a past life. They belong to the race
tree of this people, they WISH they were these people, and even that wish is actually a
wish to point them to evolve THEMSELVES, and become better. They are observing, in
short, a bright example.
Believing you're Tesla or an Apache helicopter, will not make you either. Therefore it's
better to stop living in this subjective reality, because it keeps you back from your true
potential. Additionally, the presence of a Tesla or an apache helicopter (lol) in your Race
line, shows that you have the potential to get there. Let's not mix potential, with who we
are in the present, and everything else.
All this fog is cleared by SATYAN - SATANAMA. The striving for Truth. When the

soul leaves behind dross, hangups and crap, it starts to see the light and accept reality
joyously. You don't have to be a movie star to advance, or someone 'famous'. Anyone can
do this, and anyone can raise on higher levels. That's the awesome thing about this.
Spirituality is open for those who are after it, so to say.
Generally, it's not that great to mix the race trees (let's call these soul families), because
this causes internal spiritual confusion. This causes unexpected outcomes. This is not
negative, but if done incessantly, can have bad effects many generations down the line.
As such the stupid saying that the 'sons and daughters' pay the 'sins of their parents'. This
is perverted allegory of the jews, to hide this very fact.
How one is today is tied into the effort of those that came before them and how they
managed to handle their time, if they decided to materially or spiritually advance, and
such. No matter where one is, one can evolve, advance, and continue existing until they
reach the higher levels. The point of such is to advance.
You will feel this as a drawing towards a particular civilization/past so to say. It will
attract you, and also it will be obvious in who you are, your temperament and so forth.
As explained before in the series, races have karma. To mix such karma can have strange,
and unexpected effects. If we have a spiritual family, they produce spiritual children, and
so forth. To disrupt this, can have any effects, with generations ranging from the bottom
to whatever so to say. The whole process of rectifying and raising one's soul to a higher
level can become a mess. People reincarnate into their race lines, to continue the process
of spiritual advancing.
Lastly, see how bright individuals help their own people and the world in general, in
more than one way. This is actually why we say that the true potential of a race is not in
the retards of such, but in the people who made this EFFORT to get "UP THERE".
Notably, the people in the high levels may have absolutely no relation with the fallen
leaves and the rotten branches of a tree, so to say.
The whole point of these spiritual teachings are to keep the trees of our races clean, pure,
strong, empowered, and to grow and become fruitful and plentiful. This was known to all
Ancient civilizations, and actively practiced. This is how the individuals of the Golden
Ages came to be. Because the trees were being cleaned, the rotten branches cut off, and
the trees taken care of, so to say. One makes sure to always lift one's self and the their
race soul by advancing.
When one does regression, they have to be skilled, and better be clean spiritually- having
deprogrammed one's self from a need to see lies, and conditioned one's self, without guilt,
to see facts. This helps one raise in power.
I hope this clears up this issue in regards to Past Life regression and the Race Spiritual
Tree.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
http://www.joyofsatan.org

